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Altebrando, Tara. The Leaving. (Young Adult Fiction Altebrando) 
 Six kindergarteners were taken. Eleven years later, five come back--with no idea of where they've been. No 
 one remembers the sixth victim, Max. Avery, Max's sister, needs to find her brother--dead or alive--and isn't 
 buying this whole memory-loss story. 
 

Barnes, Jennifer Lynn. The Naturals. (Young Adult Fiction Barnes) 
 Seventeen-year-old Cassie, who has a natural ability to read people, joins an elite group of criminal profilers at 
 the FBI in order to help solve cold cases. (Natural series, book 1) 
 

Carter, Ally. All Fall Down. (Young Adult Fiction Carter) 
 There are many powerful people along Embassy Row who want Grace to block out all her unpretty thoughts. 
 But Grace will not stop until she finds out who killed her mother and makes the killer pay.  
 (Embassy Row series, book 1) 
 

Cavallaro, Brittany. A Study in Charlotte. (Young Adult Fiction Cavallaro) 
 Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson descendants, Charlotte and Jamie, students at a Connecticut boarding 
 school, team up to solve a murder mystery. 
 

Coben, Harlan. Shelter: a Mickey Bolitar novel. (Young Adult Fiction Coben) 
 After tragic events tear Mickey Bolitar away from his parents, he is forced to live with his estranged Uncle 
 Myron and switch high schools, where he finds both friends and enemies, but when his new girlfriend, Ashley, 
 vanishes, he follows her trail into a seedy underworld that reveals she is not what she seems to be. 
 

Cook, Eileen. The Hanging Girl. (Young Adult Fiction Cook) 
Skye Thorn’s "psychic visions" are helping the police find the town's missing golden girl. It's no challenge: her 
readings are fake, and she's involved in the kidnapping. It was supposed to be easy--no one would get hurt 
and she'd get the money she needs to start a new life. When the harmless prank turns dark, Skye realizes the 
people she's involved with are willing to kill to get what they want. Now she must discover their true identity. 

 

Elston, Ashley. This is Our Story. (Young Adult Fiction Elston) 
Five boys went hunting at River Point. Four came back, and evidence shows any one of them could have fired 
the shot that killed Grant. Kate Marino is doing her senior year internship at the District Attorney's Office, and 
the  DA wants the boys' case swept under the rug. Kate has personal reasons for seeking justice for Grant, but 
as she gets closer to the truth it becomes clear that more than one life could be on the line--including her own. 

 

Green, John.  Paper Towns. (Young Adult Fiction Green) 
One month before graduating from his Central Florida high school, Quentin "Q" Jacobsen basks in the 
predictable boringness of his life until the beautiful and exciting Margo Roth Spiegelman, Q's neighbor and 
classmate, takes him on a midnight adventure and then mysteriously disappears. 

 

Hardinge, Frances. The Lie Tree. (Young Adult Fiction Hardinge) 
 On an island off the south coast of Victorian England, fourteen-year-old Faith investigates the mysterious 
 death of her father, who was involved in a scandal, and discovers a tree that feeds upon lies and gives those 
 who eat its fruit visions of truth. 
 

Harrington, K.A.  Forget Me. (Young Adult Fiction Harrington) 

In a town suffering after the major employer closed under a cloud of scandal, Morgan and her friends uncover 
a mystery as they try to learn if her supposedly dead boyfriend is living nearby under a different name. 

 
Hodkin, Michelle.  The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer. (Young Adult Fiction Hodkin) 

Seventeen-year-old Mara cannot remember the accident that took the lives of three of her friends but, after 
moving from Rhode Island to Florida, finding love with Noah, and more deaths, she realizes uncovering 
something buried in her memory might save her family and her future. 
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Johnson, Maureen. Truly Devious. (Young Adult Fiction Johnson) 
When Stevie Bell, an amateur detective, begins her first year at a famous private school in Vermont, she sets 
a plan to solve the cold case involving the kidnapping of the founder's wife and daughter shortly after the 
school opened. (Truly Devious series, book 1) 

 

Laurie, Victoria. When. (Young Adult Fiction Laurie) 
 Sixteen-year-old Maddie Flynn cannot help but see the death date of everyone she meets or sees in a 
 photograph or on-screen, and her alcoholic mother exploits this by having her do readings for money, but 
 when Maddie predicts the death of a young boy, she becomes the center of an FBI investigation. 
 

Lockhart, E. We Were Liars. (Young Adult Fiction Lockhart) 
 Spending the summers on her family's private island off the coast of Massachusetts with her cousins and a 
 special boy named Gat, teenaged Cadence struggles to remember what happened during her fifteenth 
 summer. 
 

McGee, Katherine. The Thousandth Floor. (Young Adult Fiction McGee) 
Welcome to Manhattan, 2118. A hundred years in the future, New York is a city of innovation and dreams. 
Everyone there wants something ... and everyone has something to lose. (Thousandth Floor series, book 1) 

 

McGinnis, Mindy. The Female of the Species. (Young Adult Fiction McGinnis) 
Alex Craft knows how to kill someone. And she doesn't feel bad about it. When her older sister, Anna, was 
murdered three years ago and the killer walked free, Alex uncaged the language she knows best: the 
language of violence. 

 

McManus, Karen. One of Us is Lying. (Young Adult Fiction McManus) 
 When the creator of a high school gossip app mysteriously dies in front of four high-profile students, all four 
 become suspects. It's up to them to solve the case. 
 

Perkins, Stephanie. There’s Someone Inside Your House. (Young Adult Fiction Perkins) 
Hawaii-born Makani Young's new life in Nebraska is thrown into chaos when a serial killer begins to target her 
fellow high school students. 

 

Ritter, William. Jackaby. (Young Adult Fiction Ritter) 
 Newly arrived in 1892 New England, Abigail Rook becomes assistant to R. F. Jackaby, an investigator of the 
 unexplained with the ability to see supernatural beings, and she helps him delve into a case of serial murder 
 which,Jackaby is convinced, is due to a nonhuman creature. 
 

Roehrig, Caleb. White Rabbit. (Young Adult Fiction Roehrig) 
Rufus Holt is having the worst night of his life. It begins when his ex-boyfriend shows up out of the blue and 
says they need to “talk.” Then Rufus gets a call from his sister April, begging for help—he finds her drenched 
in blood, holding a knife beside the dead body of her boyfriend. Now, with no one to trust but the boy he wants 
to hate yet can't stop loving, Rufus has one night to clear his sister's name...or die trying. 

 

Roux, Madeleine. Asylum. (Young Adult Fiction Roux) 
 Three teens at a summer program for gifted students uncover shocking secrets in the sanatorium-turned-dorm 
 where they're staying--secrets that link them all to the asylum's dark past. 
 

Stokes, Paula.  Liars, Inc. (Young Adult Fiction Stokes) 
 Seventeen-year-old Max, his girlfriend Parvati, and best friend Pres form Liars, Inc., expecting that forging 
 notes and lying for their peers will lead to easy cash, but when Pres asks Max to cover for him, it may be a 
 fatal mistake.                                                                                                                                      
 

Summers, Courtney.  Sadie. (Young Adult Fiction Summers) 
Sadie hasn't had an easy life, and when Mattie is found dead, Sadie's entire world crumbles. Sadie is 
determined to bring her sister's killer to justice, and hits the road following a few meager clues to find him. 
When West McCray--a radio personality--overhears Sadie's story at a local gas station, he becomes obsessed 
with finding her. He starts his own podcast as he tracks Sadie's journey, trying to figure out what happened, 
hoping to find her before it’s too late. 
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